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Customers now demand more from lifting operations
Our recent market survey clearly demonstrates that

platforms and equipment, lifting operations shouldn’t

customers’ offshore projects now demand more

be a limiting factor. These lifting operations should

efficient, predictable and cost-effective solutions than

be a worry-free and integral component of ongoing

ever before. These projects are driven by necessity…

activities.

so when it comes to working with large, oversized

Unmatched lifting ability
Starting in 2019, Heerema will offer increased heavy

largest semi-submersible crane vessel in the world. The

lift abilities for offshore installation projects up

two vessels provide an unmatched ability to perform

to 30, 000 mT through two dynamically-positioned

QUAD lifting abilities for the installation and removal of

vessels working in parallel: Thialf and Sleipnir – the

topsides and jackets.

QUAD lift operation on any type of foundation structure

Any size, any orientation, any foundation
Our customers’ topsides and jackets come in a variety

transport vessel, position the cargo above the jacket

of shapes, sizes and weights. This is no longer a source

and then lower it safely into place. After set-down,

of difficulty when it comes to QUAD lift operations.

one of the vessels then remains at the site to finalize

Our vessels provide four offshore cranes that can boom

further installation activities, such as bridges, flares and

up to follow the contours of the largest, widest and

completions. It is an overall Heavy Lift approach that

heaviest objects, in any orientation and on any type of

provides Design Houses with the freedom they need

foundation. Together, they perform lift-off from the

for optimized topside configuration.

Fabrication flexibility
The QUAD lift method allows our customers to benefit
from fabrication flexibility. Fully-integrated decks can be
ordered and transported to the installation site, or deck
modules can be ordered from different fabricators across
the globe. These components can then be integrated
at an onshore yard or on a floating barge near the site,
and shipped to the offshore location for QUAD lift
installation.

Integrated topside transportation and lower fatigue
Depending on the customer’s fabrication setup, we

spread the load into the framing of the transport unit.

have the ability to transport fully-integrated decks in

This minimizes the amount of steel in the grillage, creating

exactly the same way as other types of offshore topside

a positive effect on the fatigue life of your topside. For

transportations. When you are ready, we will load your

local fabrication, the QUAD operation also allows cost-

fully-commissioned topside onto the transportation

effective barge transportation directly to the offshore

vessel and sail directly to the installation site. We have

site.

also optimized our grillage to a height just enough to
Offloading in any orientation from any type of transportation unit

The benefits of QUAD lift operations
Heerema’s QUAD lift abilities provide key benefits for our customers’ offshore projects:

Fully-integrated topside installation for lower overall project costs
Onshore commissioning for all hookup items for predictable offshore delivery
Design freedom for all dimensions, weights and CoG positions
Compatibility with any type of foundation
Fabrication flexibility to optimize procurement strategy
Transportation possibilities aligned with fabrication scope
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